Literacy and Reading Skills

DCMP hosts an on-demand collection of over 6,000 educational titles that are captioned and described. Check out these titles to improve literacy and reading skills for your students.

**Spanish**

- **Art and More** (Series)  
  Grade Level: K-5  
- **Plaza Sésamo** (Series)  
  Grade Level: Ps-3  
- **Helping the Beginning Reader**  
  Grade Level: Parents/Teachers  
- **Reading to Children**  
  Grade Level: Parents/Teachers

**Speciality**

- **Learning Braille**  
  Grade Level: 6-12  
- **Bravo: Beginning ASL** (Series)  
  Grade Level: 4-12  
- **Signing Fiesta** (Spanish)  
  Grade Level: All  
- **Discovering Cued Speech**  
  Grade Level: All

**Literacy**

- **Building Literacy Competencies in Early Childhood**  
  Grade Level: Parents/Teachers  
- **The ABC’s of Teaching ABC’s**  
  Grade Level: Parents/Teachers  
- **Mastering the Challenge of Reading**  
  Grade Level: Parents/Teachers  
- **Watch Your Language!**  
  Grade Level: Parents/Teachers

**Language**

- **Let’s Tell a Story**  
  Grade Level: K-2  
- **Between the Lions** (Series)  
  Grade Level: Ps-6  
- **Into the Book** (Series)  
  Grade Level: 1-4  
- **Creative Reading and Writing with Roald Dahl**  
  Grade Level: 3-6  
- **Vocab Lab: Exploring Vocabulary with Xylo and Coz**  
  Grade Level: 3-6  
- **The Book Woman**  
  Grade Level: 4-7
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